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OVERVIEW

Wonderful and bright renovated apartment located in one
of the quietest streets in the Justicia area. The design in
every detail, together with the quality and aesthetics of
its finishes, make this home a cozy and comfortable place
to live.
Lucas Fox presents this wonderful and bright renovated apartment located in one of
the quietest streets in the Justicia area.
The design in every detail, together with the quality and aesthetics of its finishes,
make this home a cozy and comfortable place to live. Wide spaces combined with
service and storage areas.

lucasfox.com/go/mad33670
High ceilings, Natural light, Air conditioning,
Balcony, Equipped Kitchen, Exterior,
Renovated, Storage room,
Transport nearby, Views, Walk-in wardrobe

It has two bedrooms and a third currently occupied as a large dressing room, a
complete bathroom and a courtesy toilet, the open and fully equipped kitchen
communicates with a spacious living room with two large windows that give access to
the balconies where you can enjoy with unobstructed views as there are no tall
buildings in front of it.
They stand out as characteristics of the house, luminosity and open spaces, windows
that guarantee maximum light and maximum thermal insulation hot / cold and total
noise cancellation, fully equipped kitchen, individual gas heating and large windows
in the corridor.
The apartment is a third floor without elevator and is sold with a storage room
located on the top floor of the building.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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